Influence of anatomical factors and spatial compatibility on the stimulus-response relationship in the absence of the corpus callosum.
Simple and choice reaction times (RTs) to lateralized flashes of light were measured in two acallosal subjects, a callosotomized patient with sparing of the splenium, six IQ-matched controls and six controls with above average IQ. The aim of the study was to investigate the influence of stimulus-response factors on visuomotor integration in the absence of the corpus callosum. The results showed that simple-RTs are faster for all groups when sensory input and motor output are coordinated in the same hemisphere, regardless of the spatial relationship between stimulus (S) and response (R). The difference between ipsilateral and contralateral RTs, taken as a measure of interhemispheric transmission time (ITT), was more than three times longer in the patients lacking the corpus callosum than in the controls. In the choice-RT paradigm, the main determinant of the response speed was S-R spatial compatibility rather than the anatomical relationship between the neural structures receiving the visual input and those controlling the motor output. Spatially compatible S-R pairings were always faster than incompatible pairings. The compatibility effect was present in all subjects but it was significantly larger in the callosum-deprived patients and their IQ-matched controls with respect to the high-IQ controls. The latter finding suggests that cognitive factors may be involved in the production of the spatial compatibility effect.